AGENDA
University of Alaska Southeast
Faculty Senate
November 4, 2011
Egan Library 211
Call in 1 800 893 8850 PIN 3325714

Action Item                  Sponsor

1. Curriculum Committee – Fall Schedule               Erica Hill
2. Math 106 as GER                                  Brian Blitz
3. Geography Curriculum Proposal changes             
4. Fisheries Tech Program Changes                    
5. Mine Mechanic Workforce Credential                Robin Gilcrist
6. AAS Justice Program Proposal                      Rose Goeden
7. TLTR Committee - Status of Blackboard            Colleen McKenna
8. Grading deadline change – Proposal                Vickie Williams
9. Faculty Handbook Final Final Draft                Motion to accept?
10. Drop, Withdraw date                              Brian Blitz
11. Research Committee                               Sanjay Pyare
12. Sustainability Committee (Ad hoc)                Update

13. Other Action Items

Reports